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1.  Verify that the firearm is unloaded, and the work area is clear of all ammunition. 

2. Remove the plastic forearm panels by pulling back the delta ring and lifting the back of the plastic rail up 
and out. 

3. Starting with the three railed upper, insert the front of the rail into the front cup.  Make certain it connects 
completely and is insert all the way.  The rail is intended to fit snugly to prevent movement once mounted.

4.  Retract the delta ring fully and insert the back of over the barrel nut and be sure the delta ring connects 
over the rail.

5. Repeat number two and three for the lower half of the rail.

Find some time and get out and Shoot.
If you encounter any problems contact our customer support at 603-355-3903 or esales@samson-mfg.com.
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Always make sure your firearm is unloaded and clear before beginning installation of 
the STAR Drop-In Rail System. 
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